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Abstract. Successful development of a robotic computer as a mediator in
smart environments requires providing a certain level of behavior autonomy
to the robot and a capability to adapt its behavior in long-term interaction
with the users. We present our implementation of autonomous behavior
control subsystem for a robotic agent and discuss its suitability for
persuasive technology applications.

1 Introduction
In our work on the Future Robotic Computer (FRC) project [1], we explore the
possibility of using a robotic computer as a mediator in smart environments. By
building a robotic computer we aim at supporting flexible, adaptive information
services with multi-modal, context-aware interactions. As an extension to the FRC's
Software Framework for creating applications on the platform, we developed an
Autonomous Behavior control Subsystem (ABS). In this paper we describe ABS and
the possibility to support persuasive technology applications.

2 Behavioral Autonomy for FRC
The behavioral autonomy of a system is concerned with external behavior and is
related to the stability and flexibility of the system's interactions with the environment
[2]. In robot development, an important issue related to the behavioral autonomy is
finding a balance between the robot's independence from human intervention and our
ability to control it from outside to perform desired tasks or obtain desired behaviors.
In this respect, Vernon [3] suggests useful guidelines for designing cognitive
architecture that is autonomous and inherently trainable.
We are interested primarily in the role of robot's autonomy in supporting useful
behaviors while relieving us from the need to specify every detail in advance.
Therefore, we focus on behavior autonomy with relative independence from human
intervention, while still retaining the ability to guide the behavior adaptation process.
In ABS, we consider the following aspects of behavior autonomy: autonomous
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behavior execution; autonomous behavior selection; autonomous adaptation of
existing behaviors; and autonomous initiation of behaviors.

3 Autonomous Behavior Subsystem Architecture
Cognition is necessary for behavior autonomy because it provides adaptive
mechanisms for action selection based not only on past and present events but also on
possible future consequences of the selected actions. The Hybrid approaches to
cognitive system development attempt to combine the strengths of the other two
groups - Cognitivist and Emergent approaches - so that we can retain the ability to
supply the system with relatively advanced initial knowledge and rely on the system's
capabilities for adaptation and self-development in the process of interaction with the
environment for further tuning of the desired behavior [4]. In the ABS design, we
follow the general ideas of Hybrid approaches [5], using a dual-level architecture with
both connectionist modules and symbolic rules. The interactions among these two
levels, including top-down learning and bottom-up rule extraction, support the desired
ability to specify some initial behaviors and later to adapt or refine them through
appropriate interaction with the robot.
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Fig. 1. a) ABS structure, communication among modules, and external communication with the
Device Abstraction Subsystem. b) Dual-level Behavior representation in ABS.
The ABS structure, the internal communication among its modules and the external
communication with the Device Abstraction Subsystem (DAS) are shown in Fig. 1 a).
A brief description of the main steps in ABS's operation is as follows. Initially, ABS
receives a sensory event from DAS. This sensory event is augmented with information
maintained in the Working Memory (WM) to form the current input context. The
current input context is sent to the User Model (UM) and the user preferred service in
the current situation, is added back to the input context. The augmented input context
is sent to the Motivation Module (MM) to update the internal drives' and goals'
activations, and the changes are reflected back in the input context. The Task Selection
Module (TSM) selects a task based on the input context, updating back the active task
part of the input context. Finally, the behavior
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Selection Module (BSM) selects the appropriate behavior for execution. The action
specified by the selected behavior is sent to DAS, while simultaneously the WM is
updated with information necessary for the system's functionality in the future.
3.1 Behavior and Task Selection
The primary purpose of the BSM is to select an appropriate behavior in a given
context. In addition, BSM supports learning of behavior selection rules and adaptation
of rules specified in advance based on reward signal computed by MM. In ABS, we
view behaviors as situated actions, where actions are basic primitives specified and
implemented in DAS. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 1 b), behaviors have one
component specifying the action with its parameters and a dual-level structure
specifying the conditions for executing that action. The top level of that structure
consists of an initial symbolic rule and an optional collection of candidate rules
extracted from the bottom level. The bottom level consists of a multi-layer neural
network trained with Q-Learning [6].
The behavior's activation is computed as a weighted, linear combination of the
maximum rule activation from the top-level and the estimated Q-value. The behavior
selection is performed by comparing the behaviors' activations and selecting the
maximum activated behavior following an s-Greedy policy.
Behavior adaptation is provided by optional learning processes in the top level,
through maintaining performance statistics for each rule, and in the bottom level,
through Q-learning based on reward signals from the MM. Top-down learning can be
performed by using only the top-level rules to compute the behavior's activation and
at the next step using the obtained reward to train the bottom-level network.
Currently, we use a simple approach for bottom-up rule extraction, where if the
reward is above a pre-specified threshold, the input context used to compute the
behavior's activation is transformed into a new candidate rule condition.
The TSM supplements BSM in implementing the required ABS functionality to
provide behavior selection and adaptation capabilities. For each task there are taskcontrol behaviors with fixed actions for starting, suspending, resuming, and stopping
the task, which modify the task-activation state in the WM. The task selection
functionality is provided by appropriate selection of task-control behaviors in a
manner similar to BSM.

3.2 Motivation Module, User Model, Working Memory and Controller
The MM supports autonomous behavior initiation and behavior adaptation
functionality by providing internal state that can be used in the behavior conditions
to trigger or to inhibit behaviors, and by computing reward signals used in the
behavior conditions' learning process. This is achieved by implementing internal
drives' models and a mechanism for computing reward signals from drives'
activations and activation changes.
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Currently, in ABS we have implemented two main internal drives: a Sociality drive
and a Curiosity drive. The Sociality drive gives the users a mechanism for influencing
the behavior adaptation process effectively, while providing for a certain level of
autonomy. On the other hand, the Curiosity drive makes exploration-based behavior
adaptation possible even without user intervention.
The UM learns users' preferences from interaction. When a user requests some
service (internally represented by a task), the UM associates the requested service with
the perceived current context. With time, the salient associations are used to extract
explicit rules. A detailed description of the UM is given in [7].
The WM maintains relevant information necessary for setting drives' and goals'
activations, suggesting services, and selecting tasks and behaviors.
Through the interaction with DAS, the Controller provides the capabilities for
collecting sensory information and for behavior execution.

4 Implementation
The current implementation of FRC includes an Agent Unit shown in Fig. 2 and a
server. DAS is a part of the FRC's Software Framework implementation ICARS
(integrated control architecture for robotic mediator in smart environments) is
described in [8]. The ABS is implemented in C++ and the Controller communicates
with ICARS over a TCP connection.

Fig. 2. The FRC's Agent Unit.

5 Possibilities for Persuasive Technology Applications
In addition to providing information services, using FRC in Persuasive Technology [9]
applications opens many new possibilities for helping the users. We are interested in
applications that assist the user's efforts to adopt attitudes and behaviors leading to
healthier and more productive lifestyle. FRC could be used to make the target behavior
easier to perform, to provide cues in the right time and in the right situation, to keep
record of past performance, to help the user monitoring himself for inadvertent
performance of undesirable behavior (e.g., using parasite words), etc.
The FRC's capabilities to acquire context information, to present information in a
flexible manner (e.g., overlaying projections on everyday objects), and to adapt its
behavior make it suitable for augmenting the explicit interactions with the users, in
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the process of providing a given service, with implicit interactions [10] that target
complementary goals. For example, FRC could observe the user's posture while he is
reading a book projected on the table. If for a certain period of time the user is
maintaining a bad posture, FRC could try to shift slowly the projection to a different
location eventually prompting the user to change his posture. The important aspect
here is to try to achieve this interaction naturally, without interrupting the user's main
task (reading the book). In the ideal case this could be achieved without the user
noticing it. Such application depends on the robot's behavior adaptation capability to
adjust its actions based on the user's response (positive: user maintaining a good
posture; or negative: user saying "Keep still!"). Using such implicit interaction, the
user could achieve his goal to maintain a good posture while concentrating on his
main activities.
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